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Papers are sought on environmental colonialism, whether in Palestine or elsewhere, current or historical. This
journal covers environmental colonialism throughout, where land or natural resources are appropriated or
exploited by politically privileged groups, to the detriment of an indigenous or marginalised group. See the remit
of the journal below and also jnf.news/transactions. Volume 4 will be published in Summer 2023 – the deadline
for papers is 31 May 2023. For further information or to discuss the subject of a paper, contact info@jnf.news.

About this journal
Overview – Environmental colonialism refers to the control of the environment as a means to the subjugation,
dispossession or concentration of a colonised people. This may entail the development or the exploitation of the
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resulting in the supremacy of one over the other.
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villages of indigenous heritage, and sites of historical or cultural significance.
Environmentalism – It is necessary to mask (or shut out) the harm being caused to another people with a
civilising, pioneering and self-aggrandizing mission. Environmental development and environmentalism serve
in this capacity, and may be more powerful drivers for colonialism than environmental extraction/exploitation.
Jewish National Fund – This journal is anchored around the JNF, a supranational organized crime consortium
involved in the ethnic cleansing of Palestine and the expropriation of Palestinian land for the purposes of
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history.
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want to know about the imperial history of national parks developed over indigenous lands throughout the
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colonialism in the unique environments of Tibet, the struggles of rainforest peoples, etc.
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Britannia Park – Burial and Treachery
Salman Abu-Sitta
This paper demonstrates the treachery of the Jewish National Fund, in particular the UK branch that funded the planting
of Britannia Park (or British Park) over the ruins of seven Palestinian villages. Salman Abu-Sitta presents the JNF’s
treachery from three perspectives – stealing the land, burying villages and falsifying history.
__________________________

As is now commonly known, the JNF (KKL in Hebrew) was established in 1901 by the 5th Zionist Congress in
Basel, Switzerland, its aim to acquire land in Palestine and neighboring countries for the purpose of establishing
a Zionist colony, with the intention for the colony to become a state for the sole benefit of world Jewry. The
means to acquire land was first by offering large sums of money collected from European Jews to landowners.
Then, by collusion with the British Mandate of Palestine, to facilitate means for landowners to dispose or forfeit
their land. Next, with al Nakba of 1948 and the destruction and depopulation of Palestine in which the JNF was
wholly complicit, the acquisition of land was achieved by military force. In the years post-48, the JNF robbed
the Palestinian refugees of their land in 372 villages and posed around the world as a charity protected by
domestic laws. Yet its actions, past and present, remain in violation of international conventions, such as the
Geneva Conventions or the Rome Statute of 1998 and such law that is customary and ratified, that is written
into domestic legislation and to which local laws must conform.
In December 1948, the UN passed the famous resolution 194 calling for the return of the refugees. David BenGurion, often credited as the founder of the Israeli (Jewish) state and its first prime minister, wanted to make
this return impracticable by ‘selling’ refugee land to the JNF – an international organization (otherwise referred
to as a para-statal or supra-national organization) that was difficult to trace. The land that was selected for the
fictitious sale was chosen to block the return of the refugees who had been displaced to Gaza, east Jerusalem,
the West Bank, Jordan, Syria, and the Lebanon (see Figure 1 relating to land stolen by/sold to the JNF). The
area subject to the fictitious sale, dubbed the ‘two-million-deal’, was actually 2,380,142 donums (1 metric donum
= 1,000 m2 ≈ 0.25 imperial acre). Thus, in one stroke, the JNF significantly increased its land holdings to more
than 2.5 times the area which it had acquired during the previous 47 years.
A JNF booklet of 1949 described the ruse as follows:
“[Jewish or JNF land ownership in Palestine] is under two million dunams … Almost all the
rest [18,000,000 dunams] belongs at law to Arab [Palestinian] owners, many of whom left the
country [actually expelled, now living in refugee camps close by] … Whatever the ultimate fate
of the Arabs concerned, it is manifest that their legal right to their land and property in Israel,
or the monetary value of them, will not be waived, nor do the Jews wish to ignore them … The
JNF will therefore pay for the lands it takes over, at a fixed and fair price. The Government [of
Israel] will receive the money and in due time will pay compensation to the Arabs.”
In a nutshell, two thieves steal a property; the owner is not in the room, he does not know about the deal, nor
has he agreed to forfeiting his holdings. One thief ‘sells’ it to the other at an arbitrary sale price. The ‘seller’
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(Israel, the original thief) keeps the money until an unknown date in the future. The ‘buyer’ (JNF, the second
thief) says he paid the ‘seller’ with no proof found. The ‘buyer’ plants trees on the ill-gotten land. The purpose
is to camouflage war crimes and to claim it as a virtue of environmentalism.
The deception goes further, to name a place after the country that helped the Jewish colony to commit its crimes.
Britannia Park was named after Great Britain and built upon the ruins of seven Palestinian villages in the
Hebron district, that were destroyed by Israel during al Nakba. Its establishment on Palestinian land constitute
a war crime, with no statute of limitations. It is a clear violation of customary international law, it is plain-andsimple robbery. First, the land upon which the park is built is stolen from its holders, who are now refugees.
Second, the JNF has destroyed the homes of the holders and the historical structures of their villages, some of
which have existed since Jesus Christ. Third, it has forged a false history of the land and concealed the presence
of pre-existing villages, now destroyed. It planted trees on the ruins of the villages to hide the debris of
destruction. It fabricated history in its representation of events, and distorted its archaeology to justify ongoing
robbery. Fourth, the place is named after the empire that enabled Zionists to colonize Palestine, and honors
notable personalities who support(ed) the JNF’s unlawful deeds or as honorary patrons of the charity.
The following maps and tables provide the broad details of Britannia Park:
•

Figure 1 shows the 1948 depopulated villages across Palestine. It also shows the areas of land that were
stolen by/sold to the JNF, to block the return of the refugees. The area on which the JNF planted
Britannia Park with funds from the UK is highlighted in red.

•

Figure 2 shows the Britannia Park boundaries as given on the JNF website (this is not necessarily
accurate; the park area may expand to seize more land or occasionally shrink to allow more Jewish
settlement housing). It is overlaid with the land boundaries of the seven destroyed villages (Zakariyya,
Ajjur, Dayr ad Dubban, Ra’na, Kidna, Bayt Jibrin, and Dayr Nakh-khas). The open circles are Jewish
settlements established after 1948 (Agur, Luzit, Beit Nir, and Bet Guvrin).

•

Figure 3 again shows the park boundaries (blue line) superimposed on the destroyed Palestinian
landscape. It shows the location of each village, the boundary of each village’s land, and important
historical or natural features such as shrines of holy men (sheikhs), cemeteries, springs, or cisterns. The
map also shows the present (Israeli) road system that will enable the villagers to find and return home.

•

Figure 4 shows a satellite image of the park to corroborate the area of vegetation in relation to the
boundaries of Britannia Park (blue line) and the locations of the destroyed villages (red dots).

•

Table 1 shows the area of land seized by Britannia Park from the land of each village. These are
underestimates as the total seizure amounts to ~ 30,000 donums, as measured, whereas the JNF website
declares the area to be 40,000 donums. This throws doubts on the accuracy of the published park
boundaries.

•

Table 2 provides a few examples of the landowners whose land has been robbed. It lists only the names
of the heads of the largest families, their village of origin, and the present-day refugee camp in which
they reside.

The above case is just one sample of dozens of parks administered by the JNF, or by the National Parks
Authority, or both, on lands seized from its Palestinian owners. In each case, the JNF presents a false picture of
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the virtue of its “environmental improvement” in order to collect tax-exempt donations from Jews, Israelsupporters, and uninformed environmentalists in the UK, the USA, Canada, France, Australia etc. In reality, it
conceals the dispossession and colonization of Palestinian land and hides the war crimes of al Nakba
(population transfer and destruction of property) in which the JNF participated. The refugees of this
dispossession live in camps that are frequently a few kilometers away from their homes, separated by barbed
wire and machine gun turrets. The refugee camps in the West Bank and Jordan alone hold 170,000 Palestinians
(as of 2022) whose land was seized by the JNF to create Britannia Park.
The JNF website1 describes Britannia Park (alternatively named British Park or Great Britain Park) as if it was
established on the moon, skipping the reality of its place in Palestine and the history of the villages that were
decimated. As stated, Britannia Park is located on the lands of seven villages, west and south of Jerusalem.
Zakariyya, Ajjur, Dayr ad Dubban, Ra’na, Kidna, Bayt Jibrin and Dayr Nakh-khas were attacked and
depopulated by the Haganah in 1948 (the first two in July and the other five in October 1948) in a military
operation named Yoav. The Israeli invasion was in violation of Israel’s self-proclaimed ‘Declaration of
Independence’, which stipulates adherence to UN Resolution 181 – Partition Plan for Palestine. The seven
villages were in the territory designated by the resolution for the Arab (Palestinian) state. This fact is not
mentioned, even hinted at, in JNF literature about the park. The bloody record of crimes is silenced, against all
the evidence. No less denied is the mere presence of people from these villages, now refugees in the West Bank
and Jordan camps.
The myth that Palestine was a land without a people has been carried to meteoric flights of fantasy and sold to
willing constituencies. That such a feat is possible is testimony to the power of Zionist propaganda in the West.
In two thousand years of Palestinian history since Jesus Christ and earlier, the archaeological evidence that
Palestinians lived in over 1,200 towns and villages for over 4,000 years, is completely deleted in the information
provided by JNF outlets. It crafts an alternative story, for example fabricating names and historical references
to ancient sites. Names in JNF booklets, aka ‘Sites of Interest’, such as Tel Azeka, Hurvat Shikalon, Mitzpe Masua,
Hurvat Tzura, Tel Goded, Luzit Caves, Iyye Kidon and Ramat Avishur, are all contrived and give no inkling about
the actual Palestinian people who lived the history. Ironically, the JNF uses the word Hurvat to indicate ancient
sites. The Hebrew word Hurvat is a corruption of the Arabic word Khirbet, meaning an old site rebuilt or reinhabited after a catastrophe of war or plague. In our Atlas of Palestine 2, we list 3,000 khirbets, all of them with
Palestinian names originating from former habitation to present. This is out of a total of 30,000 place names
given by Palestinians in the course of millennia of history.
There is one name in JNF fantasy that relates to real geography. Tel Azeka is presumed to be the ancient site of
the depopulated village of Zakariyya. Nature took revenge upon the concealment of the destroyed Palestinian
landscape. In August 2021, wildfire erupted in several parks west of Jerusalem (south of the main highway
linking Jerusalem with Jaffa), notably in the ‘Forest of the Martyrs’ near the new settlement of Shoresh. The
blaze extended to Britannia Park (12 km or so southwest) consuming the non-indigenous trees, imported by the
JNF, that are not fit for the climate of Palestine. The fire revealed the concealed terraces built by Palestinian
farmers over centuries to allow cultivation on mountain slopes – see Figure 5. Here then was a grave for the
trees imported from a foreign environment and a stony testament to the concealed labors of Palestinian farmers.
The fire dealt a double blow, to the fake narrative of the colonial settlers and to the environmental credentials

1

www.kkl-jnf.org/tourism-and-recreation/forests-and-parks/great-britain-park/

2

www.plands.org/en/maps-atlases/atlases/atlas-of-palestine-1917-1966/
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of the JNF.
The JNF website mentions that Britannia Park was ‘restored’ and developed thanks to donations from ‘Friends
of KKL-JNF in the United Kingdom’. The meaning of the word “restored” is a mystery. Does this mean there
was always a park in the area and that the seven villages never existed? An aerial survey carried out by the
Royal Air Force in 1945 shows otherwise, the village houses and extensive fields of Ra’na (see Figure 6) that
existed for centuries.
Who are the British donors? Jews, Israel-supporters, and uninformed environmentalists who should be paying
taxes towards public services in the UK. But because of the tax-exempt charitable status of the JNF, those taxes
are given away as ‘Gift Aid’ by His Majesty’s Revenue & Customs to commit war crimes against another people,
and for the purpose of many of those same donors to colonize a foreign land.
The JNF admits on its website, “The activities of KKL-JNF in the first decades of Israel's existence have set the
borders of the Israeli state”. The JNF’s income in the UK alone is phenomenal. According to accounts filed with
the Charity Commission of England and Wales around 20 million GBP/year, double that of just a decade ago.
With 48 offices around the world, primarily in Western imperialist or settler-colonial states of Europe, the USA,
Canada, Australia etc., the JNF’s global revenue may be around 200 million USD/year. The JNF has powerful
friends indeed. Table 3 lists a few of its wealthy British Jewish patrons, as well as the political and religious
figures who provide standing as honorary patrons, and two examples are given of those who have a piece of
Palestinian soil named after them.
__________________________
About the author
Salman Abu-Sitta is president of the Palestine Land Society and author of the Atlas of Palestine, 1917-1966.

__________________________
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Figure 1. 1948 depopulated villages across Palestine and areas of land stolen by/sold to JNF
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Figure 2. Britannia Park boundaries according to JNF and boundaries of the seven buried Palestinian villages
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Figure 3. Britannia Park boundaries, location of Palestinian villages, and historical/natural sites
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Figure 4. Satellite image showing area of vegetation in relation to Britannia Park boundaries
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Figure 5. Agricultural terraces built by Palestinian farmers over centuries, exposed by forest blaze in 2021
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Figure 6. Royal Air Force photograph of 1945 showing Ra’na village houses and fields and a neighboring village
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Table 1. Land seized by Britannia Park from the land of each village

Village
Bayt Jibrin
Dayr Nakh-khas
Ajjur
Zakariyya
Dayr ad Dubban
Ra'na
Kidna
Total area

Official area
56,185
14,476
58,074
15,320
7,784
6,925
15,744
174,508

Measured
56,377
14,589
58,323
15,351
7,734
6,991
15,599
174,964

Seized by park
3,615
1,663
11,440
1,621
1,247
95
10,539
30,219

Remaining
52,762
12,926
46,883
13,730
6,488
6,896
5,060
144,745

Notes
1. Areas in donums / 1 donum = 1,000 m2
2. Remaining area is Palestinian village land used for Jewish settlements and other purposes. The land is
administered by Israel Land Administration (ILA) and leased to kibbutz, moshav or the Israeli military.

Table 2. Hof names of some of the displaced Palestinian landowners and their current locations

VILLAGE
BAYT JIBRIN

AJJUR

ZAKARIYYA

DAYR AD DUBBAN

RA'NA

KIDNA

HOF NAME

EXILE LOCATION

KHALED ISA ATIYEH ABU EICHEH
IBRM KHALIL HASAN ZAWAIDEH
CHAFIQ HUSEIN FADALEH MREIZIQ
MAHM HUSEIN AHMAD LIHMUZ
YUSUF MAHM MAHM
AHMAD MOHD I A ZUHEIRA
AHMAD HASAN MOHD KHALIL
MAHM AHMAD M A JAWWAD
MOHD SALEH KHAWAJA
HASAN MOHD SAD A EIN
NUMAN MOHD CHAHIN
SALEM HASAN SALMAN
QASEM ABDULLA UBEID
ALI MOHD AHMAD RAKBAN
IBRM A RAHMAN A ADAWI
A JABBAR HASANEN HUSEIN
AHMAD MAHM ABD MUST
RADI HAJ BADR KH AKHRAS
HICHAM YUSUF MOHD ABU SAFI
ALI MOHD KHALIL UBEID
MOHD KHALIL ABU RACHTA
ALI ISA KHATER
ALI ISA KHATER
MOHD A HALIM KHATER
IBRM ALI MOHD KHATER
KHALIL HASAN H SALEH
MOHD JABER A J HARB
MAHM JIBRIN HAS TAFECH
MOHD ISMAIL MOHD HASANEH
AHMAD ABDULLA A QADER ABU ARICH

HEBRON TOWN I
BEIT ULA
IDNA
HEBRON TOWN I
BAQAA SQUATTERS
BETHLEHEM
MARKA CAMP
MARKA CAMP
SOUF SQUATTERS
BAQAA CAMP I
MARKA CAMP
ZERKA TOWN I
ZERKA TOWN I
UNRWA STAFF
MARKA CAMP
MUZDAR III
MARKA SUBURBS
MARKA SUBURBS
BEIT UMMAR
PRINCE HASSAN QURT
RUSAIFEH
JABAL HUSEIN CAMP
JABAL HUSEIN CAMP
RUSAIFEH
RUSAIFEH
PRINCE HASSAN QURT
FAWWAR CAMP
RUSAIFEH
SOUF CAMP
ARROUB CAMP
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Table 3. Patrons and honorary patrons of JNF UK and other dignitaries named in JNF parks

Patrons
Zak Gertler (British/German property developer)
Felix Posen (philanthropist, Posen Foundation)
Simon Sterling (fellow Royal Inst Chart Surv, property investor)
Sol Zakay (Israeli-born British billionaire, real estate)

Honorary patrons
The Rt Hon Sir Tony Blair
The Rt Hon Gordon Brown
The Rt Hon Lady Cosgrove CBE
General Lord Guthrie GCB LVO OBE
The Rt Hon Lord Howard QC
The Prime Minister of Israel
The President of Israel
HE The Ambassador of Israel
Rabbi Dr Abraham Levy OBE
Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis
The Marquess of Reading
Rev Malcolm Weisman OBE

Other dignitaries
Baron Jonathan Sacks (late, former Chief Rabbi, Lord Sacks Forest within Aminadav Forest)
The Rt Hon Lord Pickles (former MP now House of Lords, honored in Lord Sacks Forest)

[Image: Plaque for Lord Pickles in Lord Sacks Forest appears to indicate a contribution of funds
was made by the House of Commons parliamentary group, ‘Conservative Friends of Israel’]
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Ethno-Federalism in Ethiopia – 30 Year Amhara Genocide
Mortaza Sahibzada
This paper outlines two phases of the genocide against the Amhara people that took place 1991-2018 (under the Tigraydominated regime) and continues 2018-present (under the current Oromo-centric regime).* Some details are provided on
the Amhara resistance (‘Fano’) who act against their genocide and for the integrity of the entire Ethiopian territory.
__________________________

Introduction
The Amhara genocide is an ongoing systematic massacre of ethnic Amhara (and/or Agew) people in Ethiopia
since 1991. Large-scale killings and grave human rights violations anticipated and followed the establishment
of an ethno-federalist state constitution in 1994. In most of the cases, the mass murders remain undocumented
with perpetrators from various ethno-militant groups, especially the Tigray People's Liberation Front (TPLF)
or Tigray Defense Forces (TDF), as well as the Oromo Liberation Front (OLF) or Oromo Liberation Army (OLA)
including the Shene and Gumuz militias, in addition to the violence of state security/military forces (it is not
suggested that these groups necessarily act in concert; they have sometimes been in conflict with one another,
but find common cause in the genocide here outlined). Mass graves of Amhara victims have been discovered
in various locations. Attempts by individuals or rights groups to investigate and to expose the atrocities result
in systematic persecution. Two consecutive national censuses as well as a report by the state have revealed that
at least 2.4 million Amhara cannot be traced. The figure reflects the decades-long massacres and enforced
disappearances of the Amhara people (millions more have been displaced), which remain ongoing. The Amhara
genocide has taken place in two phases, 1991-2018 and 2018-present, under the former TPLF-dominated regime
and the current, more Oromo-centric, Abiy Ahmed administration. These two regimes have engaged in the
expansion of the Tigray (alternatively Tigre) and Oromo regions, attempting to extend ethnographic
hegemonies over largely Amhara-populated provinces through ethnic cleansing. Protest and resistance to these
occupations has been carried out by various groups (supported by nationalist and diaspora movements),
including the ‘Fano’, formed of farmers, traders, doctors, engineers etc, that traces its mandate to the resistance
against Mussolini’s occupation of Ethiopia (as Amnesty International has documented, Fano or associated
‘vigilante’1 youth groups are not without blame for atrocities).
Beyond the genocide of its people, this paper contends that Amhara culture (which has historically proven
resistant to imperialism) has since the 70s been under sustained attack by genocidal forces from all quarters –
communist, western, Arab, African – in order to break its unique capacity for intercommunal interactions and
bonding.

* Based on the dedicated input of Wikipedia contributors, a recurring donation has been made by way of thanks. The
Amhara community UK (amhcouk.org) and Stop Amhara Genocide (stopamharagenocide.com ) also informed this work.
Whether these actions are carried out by rebels or colonisers, the use of the word ‘vigilante’ to describe violent crimes
against civilians, their villages or cultural heritage (such as the Archbishop of Canterbury’s recent description of Jewish
extremist attacks on Christian sites in Palestine) is misleading or craven because these incidents clearly fall outside the remit
of customary international law relating to war. These incidents target innocent parties and property, rather than known
criminals and other elements that promote violence.
1
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__________________________

Prelude (1974-1991) and Amhara Genocide, Phase 1 (1991-2018)
The TPLF and OLF, formed in the mid-70s at the same time as the student movement2 and widespread protests
against the government and monarchy, were products of communal splintering, armed and youthful,
influenced by the militant, anti-feudal Marxist/Leninist ideology that accompanied internecine conflicts within
numerous countries. After the period of civil unrest that began in February 1974, a council of soldiers, known
as the Derg (‘committee’) seized power from the ageing emperor Haile Selassie in September 1974 (they
executed numerous members of the former administration including two former prime ministers, royal crown
councillors and officials, ministers, and generals; Haile Selassie died in August 1975, allegedly strangled or
smothered in his palace). The Soviet-backed Derg established a military-socialist state (latterly the People's
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, including Ethiopia and present-day Eritrea, that existed from 1987 to 1991
with the Derg rebranded as the Workers’ Party of Ethiopia). This did not put a stop to ethno-militancy. As well
as the TPLF and OLF, Eritrean separatists organised as the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF) 3 long sought
independence. Along with the emergence of anti-communist forces and rebels fighting for civilian rule, civil
war ensued. The civil war lasted for the entire 17-year communist period (1974-1991), coming to an end along
with the collapse of the Soviet Union, and resulting in the secession of Eritrea, and victory for the TPLF (and
other Tigray-affiliated groups) in now landlocked Ethiopia.
The UK and USA may have begun to support the TPLF during the 80s in order to assist in the overthrow of the
communist regime (it is difficult to put a precise date on it, but it may have been following the momentous Live
Aid famine relief concerts in London and Philadelphia in July 1985 that operatives gained a foothold amongst
aid personnel who had to deal with militias to facilitate distribution; Anglo-American support was certainly
forthcoming as the TPLF was forming the new ethno-structured regime with regional demarcations as such in
the early 90s). This was despite a CIA report and other papers describing the aforementioned ‘liberation’ groups
as insurgents committed to racial self-determination/independence from central government, of which the
TPLF seeking autonomy, secession, or hegemony, its manifesto and ethos blaming the Amhara people for
socioeconomic and historicopolitical national problems, and considering the Tigray as sole defenders of
Ethiopian culture and Christian orthodoxy. In fact, Amhara people were traditionally committed to a unitary
Ethiopia, with a long history of celebrating the multi-ethnic, multi-religious nation that was always resistant to
colonisation, for example overcoming Italian occupation as mentioned, and why imperial/regional powers
turned to other ethnic groups to weaken Ethiopian independence and national integrity. However, some of the

The student movement was promoted by the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party (EPRP) and the All-Ethiopia Socialist
Movement (MEISON). The EPRP was founded under the name Ethiopian People’s Liberation Organization in April 1972 in
west Berlin by exiled students with the assistance of the Popular Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine (an offshoot
of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine and later renamed the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine).
In all ignorance, the latter contributed to events that would fracture Ethiopia within two decades in terms of ethnic
demarcations and the separation of Eritrea, involving consequences for the Amhara people not unlike the ethnic cleansing
of Palestinians.
2

The largely Muslim ELF, formed in Cairo in 1961, was likewise supported by Arab/Muslim socialist and nationalist parties
across the Middle East and Asia (Egypt in particular has had a historic, hegemonic interest in compromising the integrity
of Ethiopia, so it was not an accident that Eritrean separatists coalesced in Cairo). Whereas the ELF laid claim to the mantle
of anti-fascism, the Eritrean region being the locus of Italian occupation under Mussolini, it was readily co-opted to its own
form of racial determinism. Its secessionist agenda far exceeded the 1950 UN resolution to federate Ethiopia and Eritrea
(that, in any case, like the 1947 Partition Plan for Palestine, was imposed on the country without plebiscite).
3
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socialist/liberation groups based in Amhara-populated provinces, in particular the Ethiopian People’s
Democratic Movement (see below), were finally subordinated to the ethno-federalist agenda of the TPLF.
(Recently, Amhara nationalist groups have also sprung up as intercommunal violence has escalated – this is
reflected in some of today’s protest groups who use the slogan ‘One Amhara’ rather than ‘One Ethiopia’.) The
bloodletting against Amhara occurs despite the shared religious heritage4 of the Tigray and Amhara peoples.
Whereas the killing of Amhara elites and diplomats began in 1974 under the Derg junta, the mass violence
against Amhara, including intellectuals and civic leaders, started in 1991 as the TPLF gained control. The scale
of attacks intensified even as a transitional government was formed in that year, largely controlled by the
Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF), a coalition of parties that ushered in the
realignment of regional boundaries on the basis of ethnolinguistic identity and would dominate Ethiopian
politics for 27 years (1991-2018). The EPRDF comprised the TPLF as the dominant partner along with three
other parties, as follows. The Ethiopian People’s Democratic Movement was formed as a splinter of the
Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party that was prominent in the 1974 student movement, as already noted;
this was originally a pan-Ethiopian movement, but as some its members came to be allied with the TPLF it
became more identified with ethnicity and region; it changed its name to the Amhara National Democratic
Movement in 1994 when the new constitution based on ethno-federalism was instituted and has been accused
of disciplining the Amhara people instead of representing them (much like the Palestinian Authority); toward
the end of the EPRDF period it was renamed to the Amhara Democratic Party (the core leadership not ethnic
Amhara). Next, the Oromo People’s Democratic Organization was formed ad hoc from Oromo-speaking war
prisoners captured by the TPLF; it was not popular, given the ongoing conflict between the TPLF and the OLF,
prominent members of the Oromo community rejecting the TPLF call to join an ethnicity-oriented coalition;
toward the end of the EPRDF period it was renamed the Oromo Democratic Party. Finally, and the Southern
Ethiopian People’s Democratic Movement was formed out of the Southern Ethiopia People’s Democratic Front.
As indicated, the TPLF vision for regional demarcations took shape in the early 90s. It would be enshrined in
Article 39 of the 1994 constitution (Nations, Nationalism and Self-Determination of Peoples) granting rights to
any ethnic group to regional autonomy and if necessary, secession. The impetus being to extend the boundaries
of its ethnic dominion, a greater Tigray region was envisaged that involved the annexation of lands from
neighbouring provinces, resulting in sporadic massacres, disappearances, and ethnic cleansing of the Amhara
population. Immediately after the TPLF gained control through the transitional government of 1991, the RayaAlamata and Welkait lands were annexed into the Tigray region; then Gondar and Bethe-Amhara Wollo were
occupied (these lands have been ruled as southern and western parts of Tigray for three decades, but since late
2020 Amhara have been fighting to regain access to these historical lands). Likewise Metekel, previously part
of the historic Gojjam province, a strategic area with access to the Blue Nile river, was apportioned to the
Benishangul-Gumuz region to moderate the geographical distribution of the Amhara population and the
sphere of their influence (intercommunal conflict in Metekel has raged in particular since 2019 with the
involvement of Sudan and Egypt, who oppose the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam hydroelectric project in

The bible of the (two) Ethiopian orthodox church(es) is the only one that includes the Book of Enoch (ca. 300 BC) that was
an influence on later books (likely on Jesus himself), as is the Book of Enoch accepted only by Jews who are Ethiopian.
Ethiopian Jews and Christians share the Ge’ez liturgical language, which is older than Aramaic and Hebrew, one of the
oldest Semitic languages, and likely with roots in the even older Afroasiatic languages. The baby Moses was saved by the
long stretch of the Blue Nile; Islam exists by virtue of the refuge provided in Abyssinia to Mohammed’s early followers who
rejected their tribe; there are regular days and extended periods of vegan fasting; it is considered a land of Zion by many; it
is an extremely complex devotional culture that somehow manages a synthesis of the monotheistic faiths.
4
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Metekel, claiming exclusive rights to the Nile water that originates in Ethiopia, based on illegitimate colonialera treaties that sought to diminish the influence of an impenetrable Ethiopia). With the ongoing violence
against the Amhara and Agew who live in areas annexed or occupied during the TPLF-led era (Table 1 lists
further such examples), grave concerns remain about their lack of political representation and protection.
__________________________

Amhara Genocide, Phase 2 of 2 (2018-current)
The second phase of the Amhara genocide began in 2018 as an Oromo-leaning administration came to power.
The previous regime collapsed after armed uprising (esp. in Gondar) and mass pro-democracy protests, and
there was great optimism as EPRDF chairman Abiy Ahmed (alternatively Abiy Ahmed Ali, neither his birth
name) assumed the role of prime minister, merging three of the constituent parties (not including the TPLF)
into the Prosperity Party (officially founded in late 2019). Ahmed was the recipient of the of the Nobel peace
prize, “for his efforts to achieve peace and international cooperation, and in particular for his decisive initiative
to resolve the border conflict with neighbouring Eritrea.” Hailing from the intelligence services (including
INSA), he is devious and egotistical, and an accelerant to the dis-integration of Ethiopia – intolerant of dissent,
attempting to rule by force and hegemony, saying one thing to one group and then switching allegiances to suit
his interests (changing his religion and claims to ethnic origin accordingly), and often deceiving in attributing
blame for atrocities so as to arouse rivalry between other parties. Despite his authoritarian rule, or rather
because of it, his regime is supported by the UAE, China, France, Russia etc. He instigated conflict within his
own Oromo constituency, challenging the popularity of the OLF (some of its leaders returned from exile in 2018
when the regime changed) with violent persecution of its members; the consequent Oromo insurgency rages to
this day. Many have expressed concerns over his administration, dominated by parliamentary and ministerial
acolytes, and the state security/military forces under his influence, altogether which provide impunity to
genocidal perpetrators of or inspired by the 27 years’ TPLF regime. This phase of the Amhara genocide is active,
for example with large scale massacres in Wollega (in so-named Oromia).
Elements in both the Tigrayan and Oromo elites are for supremacy (apartheid/colonisation) or separatism, or
at least regional and linguistic demarcations on the basis of racial distinction. The cultural resistance, as well as
the popular resistance (Fano – see Figure 1) is starting to tell, eliciting massacres of villages and other punitive
atrocities of the most heinous nature against women and children designed to paralyse the resistance with grief
and break their will. Ahmed freely admits he intends to eliminate all Amhara who resist (he announced as such
in parliament, claiming that the Oromo are a superior people). Reminiscent of the partition of Sudan that was
driven by Western imperialists (George Clooney a lynchpin), the carve-up of Africa along the lines of ethnolinguistic separateness that limits human interactions – ‘divide-and-conquer’, previously a feature of European
colonialism and similarly now being forced upon Africa by Arab states, Russia and China – may have found its
zenith today in Ethiopia. This type of federalism is one of the most primitive political systems on Earth; it
weakens the national structure that enables natural resources to be allocated according to social need, serving
the purposes of foreign corporate interests (such as mining), and promotes a sanitised development that favours
Arab/Chinese construction conglomerates and enriches the ruling elites. Other players include the World
Economic Forum (known for its annual conference in Davos) and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
Arab states on the Persian Gulf may be attempting to recruit Oromo Muslim constituencies to their agenda of
Salafi Islamisation, to the detriment of the Oromo Christian population. In relation to the hostility of Egypt and
some other countries, a secular Arab nationalism that considers itself outside and superior to the pan-African
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movement may have a bearing. Russia has a clear motive for factionalisation and conflict throughout Africa,
drowning the continent in its cheap arms sold by mass. (Arab states, including Egypt and Sudan, and Russia,
often through secondary suppliers, provide training, arms, drones and other weaponry to the central army
and/or to ‘liberation’ groups or their militias; Russia is involved in the militarisation of various ethnic groups
across Africa as a lever for its imperial ambitions.) France dangles access to the seas in search of a market for its
navy. China postures it is for non-interference in the internal affairs of countries, but, through its ‘belt-androad’ programme, it has provided $4 billion inward investment and $15 billion in soft loans to the Ahmed
regime, attempting to gain control of the natural resources in the country, in particular the mining of minerals
– likewise it invests in every despotic regime it can find. Naturals resources are also the pertinent to the Egyptian
connection. Egypt foments conflict (the late Mohammed Morsi also mis-stepping here) for control of the Nile
waters originating in Ethiopia, and where a dam has been constructed for power generation in the arbitrarilynamed Benishangul-Gumuz region. While dams have a bad reputation amongst environmentalists, often for
good reason where they displace indigenous communities, they are required for renewable power generation
in the developing world (a clash of virtues). As far as it is understood by the current author, it is not the case
that the dam is intended for the purpose of irrigation (although there is no reason why Ethiopia should not
make use of its own waters for the purposes of irrigation, Ethiopian cotton being highly desirable).
Desperate to establish control over the TPLF, Ahmed sent the central army into the Tigray region, precipitating
the ‘Tigray War’ (also known the ‘Northern Ethiopian War’, this began in Nov 2020). Though for some, this was
a smokescreen, with numerous atrocities visited again upon the Amhara population, including a massacre in
the TPLF-annexed town of Mai-Kadra by Tigray (Samri) youth. Following the retreat of government forces from
Tigray, TPLF/TDF forces invaded the Amhara and Afar regions (in June 2021) committing widespread war
crimes (numerous cases of gang-rape and barbarity against children have been documented by human rights
organisations and are recorded on video by the perpetrators to terrify and make despondent the community;
many Amhara have been burnt alive, cannibalized, sexual violence committed in front of children and partners;
2 million have fled south5). There are credible accounts that Tigray and Oromo armed militants are carrying
out joint operations in the Amhara and Afar regions (in Bethe-Amhara Wollo, Northern Shewa); the regime
change and events of the war have expanded the map and volume of Amhara mass killings in all the so-named
regions (Tigray, Oromia, Benishangul-Gumuz & Metekel, southern SNNPR, Amhara and Afar6). ‘Oromia’ has
become one of the most hostile regions. Ahmed’s opening gambit to bring back exiled OLF-OLA rebels (without
effective disarming measures) and controversial diaspora activists (such as became regional president Shimelis
Abdisa) who freely engage in hate speech (similar to that of Hindu nationalist leaders in India) has resulted in
waves of violence and several massacres with no redress from parliament (Ahmed himself engaging in hate
speech within parliament, as mentioned). Of concern are Dera and the surrounding lands in Shewa, largely
Amhara-populated provinces that have been forcefully administered as part of the Oromo region since 2018.

The resistance who fought against the Tigray forces in the Amhara region stated that the military directives they received
compromised their positions, which favoured the advance of TPLF-TDF forces (questionable commands such as for fighters
to retreat south, leaving their weapons and armoured vehicles behind). It may be explained by the infiltration of Oromo
and/or Tigray operatives into key federal military posts. Similarly compromised nationalist organizations called in late
2021 for the urgent evacuation of citizens in particular areas, enabling Tigray forces to move without hindrance towards
Addis Ababa.
5

Tigray forces have bombarded the Afar region since mid-2021 for control of strategic Djibouti-Ethiopia connecting lines,
but have faced heavy resistance. Repeated attacks have been launched against Afar pastoralists, civilians massacred, rape
and pillage commonplace, institutions ransacked, claims of the use of phosphoric munitions. With the TPLF's defeat and
withdrawal, booby traps were left in public areas, killing and maiming children.
6
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Figure 1. A combatant in the Fano resistance (formed of farmers, traders, doctors, engineers etc)
commended by her father as follows: “My name is Mr Assefa Demeke. I am the dean of North East
college in Woldiya city. I am happy that my daughter, Dr Lidya Assefa, has joined the struggle for
survival with the medical profession she trained in. Amhara is a shooter and a saint. So I am proud
of you for your participation in both profession and patriotism. I'm glad that you are mine
[translated from Amharic to English by Facebook].” (Source: Tinsae Z Ethiopia, 24 Sept 2022)
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Table 1: Locations of annexation, occupation, ethnic cleansing and mass violence against
Amhara and/or Agew people in Ethiopia [table incomplete] (Source: Wikipedia)

Region or Province

Zone, District, or County

Oromo, Hararghe and Western

Wollega (including East Wollega, West Wollega, Horo

Shewa

Gudru, Kelem); East Hararghe (including Gelemso,
Anchar, Daro Lebu, Wefi Dance and other areas); West
Hararghe (including Gara Muleta, Asebot Monastery,
Gelemso, Bedeno, Weter and other areas); Dire Dawa;
Arusi or Arsi (including Shashemene, Arba Gugu and
other areas); Bale; Jimma; Ambo and its surroundings

Benishangul-Gumuz

Assosa; Metekel; Kamashi

Tigray (inc. annexed lands)

Welkait (including Mai-Kadra and other areas)

Amhara

North Shewa (including Efratana Gidim, Kewet,
Antsokiya Gemzu, and other areas); Gondar (including
Gondar city, North and South Gondar); Gojjam
(including Bahir Dar city and other areas); Bethe-Amhara
Wollo (including North and South Wollo)

Southern SNNPR

Gura Ferda (including Bench–Sheko and other areas)

Addis Ababa, other regions

Burayu; Gambela; Somali

Table 1 lists the various locations where acts of genocide have taken place (the table is by no means complete).
For example, the Burayu massacre occurred on the outskirts of Addis Ababa in September 2018, Oromo
(Qeerroo) youth groups reportedly responsible for the atrocity against non-Oromo residents from the Dorzes,
Gamos, and other ethnicities including Amhara (likely one of Ahmed’s first acts after he took power). Reports
suggest the perpetrators demonstrated mixed motives (ethnicity and/or religion). Of the 2019 Shashemene
massacre in the Oromo region, witness statements suggest the attack was carried out by coordinated mobs. The
primary targets were Amhara and orthodox Christians from various ethnic groups (Guraghe, Wolayita, Tigray,
Oromo). Christian religious leaders were systematically murdered, churches burned to ashes, treasures and
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literary works destroyed. Such heinous acts appear to have been orchestrated in various regions by a range of
perpetrators, the killers demanding conversion to Islam or execution (the assassination of the Oromo singer
Hachalu Hundessa here pertinent). For example, Jawar Mohammed, a sometimes acolyte and sometimes
competitor of Ahmed who commands a personal militia, is reportedly responsible for mass killings in Oromo
territory. It is demonstrable that there is pre-meditated and often coordinated violence against Amhara and
orthodox, the government laying the blame at OLF-OLA, to which Ahmed gives free rein in spite his
proclamations otherwise. Abductions, rape and disappearances occur regularly, for example, the abduction of
17 Amhara students from Dembi Dolo University by OLF-OLA in 2019. These girls have not been returned to
their families; the case remains open with no obvious action by officials. Other kidnappings have taken place
in Wollega, and even from the Amhara region (similar to the cross-border abduction of Bedouin girls by Ariel
Sharon’s unit 101, where rape was proffered as a prize for the most homicidal soldiers).
As indicated, a series of mass killings and displacements of Amhara, Agew, and other groups have been carried
out in the Benishangul-Gumuz & Metekel, and the Southern SNNP regions, as well as multiple attacks launched
by OLF-OLA militias into the Amhara region, for example, in northern Shewa province. The attacks involved
door-to-door executions in Ataye, Shewarobit, Jewuha, Senbete, Majete, Molale, and the surrounding villages.
Ataye was once a vibrant commercial and tourist centre; successive incursions within a short space of time in
2020 ruined much of the city. It was in the process of recovery when an apparently coordinated TPLF-OLF
assault in 2021 resulted in further, significant destruction. Majete and the surrounding towns have frequently
been bombarded and pillaged by OLF-OLA. Displaced persons and other witnesses declare that the
perpetrators were equipped with sophisticated (sniper) arms and artillery, and that state officials were involved
in command. The attacks in northern Shewa are part of the pattern of ethnic cleansing for the purpose of
expanding Oromo territory. Likewise attacks in and around the capital Addis Ababa have been recurring since
2018, involving targeted killings, forced removal, and destruction of property of non-Oromo residents (for
example, in Burayu), causing many to flee before the inward transfer of Oromo settlers. The assaults have been
carried out by Oromo (Qeerroo) youth groups, as well as the city police who like to shoot their pistols and carry
out other acts of abuse at public celebrations and religious festivals, being threatened merely by the plain tricolour (green-yellow-red) cloth and flag. Systematic administrative changes and aggressive annexation
mechanisms are being imposed on the capital to claim it as part of ‘Oromia’ (much the same as designs for east
Jerusalem to be annexed to the apartheid Jewish state).
__________________________

Conclusion
To summarise the annexations and ethnic cleansing of largely Amhara-populated provinces over the two
phases of the genocide, see Table 1. The Ahmed regime and the various dictatorial/imperialist regimes (Arab,
African, communist, western) that have been involved in the Amhara genocide 7 attempt to de-lionize Ethiopia
just as they do with the national flag (see Figure 2a), and in turn to de-lionize the whole of Africa. In doing so,
they aim to extinguish a great cultural heritage of humanity.

Of the eighty or so ethnicities in Ethiopia, southern ethnic groups are relatively small in number and lack representation
in the political space and military. They have been victim to and remain at risk of silent atrocities and cultural genocide. For
example, TPLF forces committed massacres of the Gambela, Anuak, and Ogaden minorities in 2003. There are serious
concerns for the Amaro, Korre, and other southerners who face violent coercion under Oromo assimilation mechanisms.
7
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Figure 2a. Scenes from a protest on Whitehall in London opposite Downing Street on 6 Oct 2022
attended by the current author. Organised by Amhara community UK (www.amhcouk.org).
Note the lion on the national flag of Ethiopia, a symbol of a Christian realm that genocidal
regimes (whether Arab, African, communist, or western) attempt to delete.
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Figure 2b. Scenes from protest on Whitehall in London opposite Downing Street on 6 Oct 2022
attended by the current author. (Source: Mortaza Sahibzada)
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Expulsion and Erasure – JNF Parks and Recreation
Naila Qureshi
Naila Qureshi outlines the JNF’s plan for the expulsion of the Palestinian people and its masquerade as an environmental
organisation; the latter for the erasure of Palestinian existence and the recreation of European and biblical landscapes. This
paper is largely taken from a chapter in ‘The Palestine Nakba’ by Nur Masalha, originally published in 2012.*
__________________________
When I look out my window today and see a tree standing there, that tree gives me a greater
sense of beauty and personal delight than all the vast forests I have seen in Switzerland or
Scandinavia. Because every tree here was planted by us. – David Ben-Gurion, Memoirs
In the post-Nakba period, the Jewish National Fund planted hundreds of thousands of European trees, intended
to conceal newly destroyed Palestinian villages, such as al-Tira in the Haifa region where Carmel National Park
was installed. Here, an area on the southern slopes of Mount Carmel closely resembling the landscape of the
Swiss Alps was nicknamed ‘Little Switzerland’ 1.
The JNF’s forests, such as the Carmel National Park, became an icon of Zionist national revival in Israel and in
Israeli Hebrew literature, symbolizing the success of the European Zionist project in ‘striking roots’ in the
ancient homeland. Children were often named after trees, and children’s Hebrew literature described young
trees as children (Zerubavel 1996, 60-99). Personal names such as Ilan (‘tree’), Oren (‘pine tree’), Tomer and
Tamar (male and female respectively, ‘palm tree’), Amir (‘tree top’), Elon or Allon (‘oak tree’) are very common
in Israel. Israeli historian and journalist Amos Elon, who was born in Vienna as ‘Amos Sternbach’, was renamed
as ‘Amos Oak’. Elon emigrated to Palestine in 1933. In 2004 he moved to Italy, citing disillusionment with
developments in Israel since 1967. In The Israelis: Founders and Sons Elon writes: ‘Few things are as evocatively
symbolic of the Zionist dream and rationale as a Jewish National Fund Forest’ (1983, p. 200). Israel’s reforestation policies enjoy international support. Planting a tree confirms the undeniable ethical value of Israel,
especially to its remote supporters. Afforestation is also linked, materially and symbolically, to the Holocaust;
hundreds of thousands of trees have been planted in memory of the lost communities and individual victims.
For Palestinians, however, JNF forests perfectly encapsulate their experience of the Nakba2. The indigenous
trees of the evacuated Palestinian lands were uprooted and the terraced agricultural landscape was destroyed.
It was forested by non-indigenous conifers, pine trees (native to the northern hemisphere), and cypress trees.
This has been an ecologically very destructive policy, pursued largely for political purposes to wipe out the
ancient landscape and render the newly acquired areas European Jewish.

* ‘Fashioning a European Landscape, Erasure and Amnesia: The Jewish National Fund, Afforestation and Green-washing
the Nakba’ in The Palestine Nakba: Decolonising History, Narrating the Subaltern, Reclaiming Memory by Nur Masalha (Zed
Books/Bloomsbury, 2012, ch. 3, pp. 120-134). Material reproduced without objection, © 2012 Bloomsbury.
1

electronicintifada.net/content/carmel-wildfire-burning-all-illusions-israel/9130 (Max Blumenthal, 6 Dec 2010)

2

electronicintifada.net/content/challenging-jewish-national-fund/8933 (Hazem Jamjoum, 20 Jul 2010)
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The JNF has always been and continues to be instrumental in the colonization of Palestine and the expropriation
of Palestinian land. Central to the construction of the Israeli-Zionist collective memory is the persistent claim
that Jewish pioneers settled lands purchased by the JNF from Arab landlords, and transformed the desolate
and neglected Asiatic desert that they found into a blooming evergreen of European forest terrain (Massad
2004, 61). After 1948 afforestation and signposting were key tools used by the Israeli state and the JNF to erase
traces of the destroyed Palestinian villages, in order to de-Arabise Palestine in historical and cultural respects.
All signs of the Palestinian presence have been systematically levelled and disguised by the JNF. The JNF claims
that it is ‘the caretaker of the land of Israel’ on behalf of its inherent owners – the Jewish people throughout the
world.
__________________________

Planning for the expulsion of the Palestinian people
The history of the JNF before and after the Nakba, and its politics of afforestation and planting, are well
documented (Lehn 1988; Cohen 1993; Tal 2002; Nathan 2005, 129-54; Pappe 2006). In 1948 the JNF was
instrumental in the ethnic cleansing of Palestine. Today it continues to play a central role in maintaining Israel’s
land regime. Founded in 1901 and registered as an English company in 1907, the JNF was created to acquire
land and property rights in Palestine for exclusive Jewish settlement, while the indigenous inhabitants of the
land were barred from leasing or working on their former land. Its Memorandum of Association defines its
‘primary objective … to purchase, take on lease or in exchange, or otherwise acquire any lands, forests, rights
of possession and others rights, easements and other immovable property in the prescribed region [Palestine,
Syria and the surrounding areas] … for the purpose of settling Jews on such lands’ (quoted in Lehn 1988, 31-2).
The JNF was expressly prohibited from selling any land, to ensure that it would control these lands in the name
of the Jewish people in perpetuity.
During the British Mandate period, the leaders and executives of the JNF, including Menahem Ushishkin (the
Russian chairman of the JNF, 1923–41) and Yosef Weitz (director of its Land Settlement department and
Afforestation department) were perhaps the most consistent, extreme and relentless advocates of the ethnic
cleansing of Palestinians. Weitz, a Polish Jew who arrived in Palestine in 1908, was at the centre of Zionist landpurchasing activities for decades. Despite population transfer being a designated war crime, he would become
head of the ‘Transfer Committee’ of 1948. His youngest son, Yehiam, was killed in a Haganah elite (Palmach)
operation on 16 June 1946 (Tal 2002, 82). Weitz’s intimate knowledge of land purchase made him acutely aware
of its limitations. As late as 1947, after nearly half a century of tireless efforts, the collective holdings of the JNF
– which constituted about half of the Yishuv total – amounted to a mere 3.5% of the land area of Palestine. In
his diary entry of 20 December 1940, Weitz had already decided:
Amongst ourselves it must be clear that there is no room for both peoples in this country …
After the Arabs are transferred, the country will be wide open for us; with the Arabs staying
the country will remain narrow and restricted … There is no room for compromise on this point
… land purchasing … will not bring about the state … The only way is to transfer the Arabs
from here to neighbouring countries, all of them, except perhaps Bethlehem, Nazareth, and old
Jerusalem. Not a single village or a single tribe must be left. And the transfer must be done
through their absorption in Iraq and Syria and even in Transjordan. For that goal, money will
be found – even a lot of money. And only then will the country be able to absorb millions of
Jews … there is no other solution. (1940, pp. 1090-1)
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A countryside tour in the summer of 1941 took Weitz to a region in central Palestine. He recorded seeing …
large [Palestinian] villages crowded in population and surrounded by cultivated land growing
olives, grapes, figs, sesame, and maize fields … Would we be able to maintain scattered
[Jewish] settlements among these existing villages that will always be larger than ours? And is
there any possibility of buying their [land]? … and once again I hear that voice inside me call:
evacuate this country. (1941, p. 1204, emphasis in the original)
Earlier, in March 1941 after touring Jewish settlements in the Esdraelon Valley (Marj Ibn Amer), Weitz wrote:
‘The complete evacuation of the country from its inhabitants and handing it to the Jewish people is the answer’
(1941, p. 1127). In April 1948 he recorded in his diary: ‘I made a summary of a list of the Arab [Palestinian]
villages which in my opinion must be cleared out in order to complete Jewish regions. I also made a summary
of the places that have land disputes and must be settled by military means’ (1948, p. 2358).
__________________________

Masquerading as an environmental organization
After 1948, the JNF was repackaged as an environmental, charitable organization carrying out afforestation and
other developmental activities (today the JNF has at least 48 offices around the world3; in Europe and elsewhere
these have tax-exempt status). In 1953 the Jewish National Fund Law was passed by the Knesset for the purpose
of defining the special legal status and role of the JNF in Israel’s land and ‘development’ policies. In 1961 a joint
covenant with the Israeli government (following a series of Knesset laws) consolidated the position of the JNF;
one of the covenant’s principles was the ‘State’s pronouncement that the Land of Israel was owned by the Jewish
people and must not be sold in perpetuity’ (Tal 2002, 89-90). In 1966 the JNF planted the ‘Yatir Forest’ (named
after the biblical town of Yatir) in the northern Naqab (Negev), marking a new phase intended to appropriate
the land of Arabs living within the state (see below).
While early Zionist farmers had followed in the footsteps of Palestinian fellahin (peasants), planting vineyards,
almond orchards and citrus groves, the JNF concentrated on environmental colonialism, that is, the reshaping
of the physical environment, transforming the Arab landscape, planting forests and demarcating the ‘Israeli
space’. In The Other Side of Israel, Susan Nathan, an Israeli author of English origin, explains that olive, fig,
pomegranate and carob trees – as well as sabr plants, particularly the fruit-bearing type of cactus that flourishes
in Palestine and were cultivated by villagers for generations for its fruits and oil – were cut down and replaced
by predominantly pine and cypress trees in JNF forests on the sites of the destroyed Palestinian villages (Nathan
2005, 129-30, 151-2; Tal 2002).
Until 1948 the JNF owned some 600,000 dunums of land. By 2007 it controlled 13% of the total land in Israel,
about 3.5 million dunums (Mahajneh 2010). Additionally, it appoints six out of thirteen members of the
governing board of the Israel Lands Authority, which manages 80% of the total land in Israel as ‘public’ land.
Directly and indirectly, it controls vast properties belonging to millions of Palestinian refugees and internally
displaced persons. Current projects of displacement, appropriation, afforestation and Judaization are directed
at Arab localities in the Galilee and the Naqab – areas inhabited by Palestinian citizens of Israel.

3

kkl-jnf.org/about-kkl-jnf/contact_us/contact-your-local-office
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In Pollution in a Promised Land: An Environmental History of Israel, Alon Tal observes that the control ‘of such
controversial lands [belonging to Palestinian refugees] remains an enormous source of bitterness and outrage
for Arab-Israelis and Palestinians, who still see the JNF as representing the most imperialist aspects of Zionism’
(2002, p. 57). The JNF’s activities were not limited to the part of Mandate Palestine that became Israel in 1948.
In particular, the JNF’s Canada Park in the Latrun region covers the remains of the Palestinian villages of Imwas,
Yalu and Bayt Nuba, which were forcibly depopulated and razed to the ground in the course and aftermath of
the Six-day War (Davis 2010; Zayid 2011; Sahibzada 2022). Today, visitors to Canada Park, one of the most
popular hiking and picnic sites near Jerusalem, would have no idea that the park was built on the ruins of
Palestinian villages (Desjarlais 2022).
JNF historical and archaeological theme parks are particularly popular with Israeli picnickers and revelers on
‘Independence Day’. For Palestinian citizens of Israel, including the internal refugees, they are a poignant
reminder of the Nakba.
In April 2004, during the national celebrations for Independence day, when Israeli Jews enjoy
a day of rejoicing over the founding of their state, I joined a family from Nazareth who quietly
commemorated the Palestinians’ mirror event, Nakba day, which marks the Palestinians’ loss
of their homeland. We visited a Jewish moshav called Tzipori, close to Nazareth, which has
been built over the ruins of their parents’ village, Saffuriya … the site of the Arab village is now
hidden behind barbed wire and covered by the thick growth of yet another forest planted by
the JNF. The only visible clues that Palestinians once lived there are the great mounds of cacti
that Arab communities traditionally used as the boundaries to separate properties. Despite the
best efforts of the JNF to poison and burn these indigenous Middle Eastern plants, the cacti
have refused to die or disappear. (Nathan 2005, 131)
__________________________

JNF Parks and Recreation
Birya Forest is the largest JNF forest in the Galilee, covering 20,000 dunums. It conceals the lands of six
Palestinian villages destroyed in 1948 – Biriyya, Alma, Dishon, Qaddita, Amqa and Ayn Zaytun. The moshav
of Birya was built (in 1971) upon and takes its name from the Palestinian village of Biriyya. Located in the Safad
region, Birya Forest was created partly through the joint efforts of the JNF and the Israel Antiquities Authority.
In the information that the JNF provides on the forest, Ilan Pappé observes that none of the destroyed villages
is mentioned; all disappear behind the description of the forest’s wonderful charms, its ‘Jewish heritage’ and
the archaeological attractions of the region. Pappé scrutinizes several such sites described on the JNF website,
including Jerusalem Forest:
In many of the JNF sites, bustans – the fruit gardens Palestinian farmers would plant around
their farm houses – appear as one of many mysteries the JNF promises the adventurous visitor.
These clearly visible remnants of Palestinian villages are referred to as an inherent part of
nature and her wonderful secrets. At one of the sites, it actually refers to the terraces you can
find almost everywhere there as the proud creation of the JNF. Some of these were in fact
rebuilt over the original ones, and go back centuries before the Zionist takeover. Thus,
Palestinian bustans are attributed to nature and Palestine’s history transported back to a
biblical and Talmudic past. Such is the fate of one of the best known villages, Ayn al-Zeitun,
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which was emptied in May 1948, during which many of its inhabitants were massacred. (2006,
p. 230)
Perversely, Ayn Zaytun is claimed to be a historic Jewish settlement:
“Ein Zeitun has become one of the most attractive spots within the recreational ground as it
harbors large picnic tables and ample parking for the disabled. It is located where once stood
the settlement of Ein Zeitun, where Jews used to live ever since the medieval times and until
the 18th century … The parking lot has biological toilets and playgrounds. Next to the parking
lot, a memorial stands in memory of the soldiers who fell in the Six-day War.” (ibid, 230-1)
In 1948 Ayn Zaytun was an entirely Muslim farming community of a thousand or so inhabitants, cultivating
olives, grain and fruit, especially grapes; the name is Arabic for ‘Spring of Olives’. It was the site of a massacre
in ‘Operation Broom’, where scores of Palestinians were executed, including children and those who took
refuge in the village mosque. As mentioned, it now ‘harbors large picnic tables and ample parking for the
disabled … the parking lot has biological toilets and playgrounds.’4 Walid Khalidi has described the site as
follows:
The rubble of destroyed stone houses is scattered throughout the site, which is otherwise
overgrown with olive trees and cactuses. A few deserted houses remain, some with round
arched entrances and tall windows with various arched designs. In one of the remaining
houses, the smooth stone above the entrance arch is inscribed with Arabic calligraphy, a fixture
of Palestinian architecture. The well and the village spring also remain. (1992, p. 437)
The old stone mosque, parts of which are still standing, is not mentioned by the JNF website. In 2004, it was
turned into a milk farm; the Jewish owner removed the stone that indicated the founding date of the mosque
and covered the walls with Hebrew graffiti. Other mosques belonging to destroyed villages have been turned
into restaurants, in the case of al-Majdal and Qisarya; a shop, in the case of Beersheba; part of a tourist resort,
in the case of Az Zeeb; and a bar/restaurant/tourist site called ‘Bonanza’, in the case of Ayn Hawd (ibid, 151;
Pappe 2006, 217). Pappé also points out that the JNF misrepresents ground features in Jerusalem Forest and
nearby Ein Sataf (built on the destroyed Palestinian village of Sataf) that testify to the extensive agricultural
activity in the region. The information emphasizes the presence of terraces, describing them as ancient, biblical
or Talmudic history, even though they were built and maintained by Palestinian villagers over the centuries
(ibid, 231-2).
In eastern Galilee, near Tiberias, Lavi (meaning lion) is a kibbutz founded in 1949 on the fertile lands of the
Palestinian village of Lubya (meaning bean), which was just depopulated by Haganah forces. The name Lavi is
taken spuriously from an ancient Jewish village in the Mishnah and Talmud. Most of the land of Lubya has
been taken by the JNF’s South Africa Forest. A sign reads: South Africa Forest / Parking / In Memory of Hans
Riesenfeld, Rhodesia, Zimbabwe. The forest of South Africa along with its Rhodesia parking area were created atop
the ruins of Lubya, of whose existence not a trace was left apart from a few stone structures. Here was a large
village whose sons and daughters are now scattered throughout the world and who continue to carry their
memories with them. One of those sons, Mahmoud Issa, a Danish citizen and an oral historian, documented

4

socialistproject.ca/2022/03/erasure-of-palestine-and-jnf (Judith Deutsch, 17 Mar 2022)
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the loss of his ‘Ancestors’ Land’5 and interviewed refugees from Lubya (Issa 2005). Accompanied by Israeli
journalist Gideon Levy on an excursion of South Africa Forest, Levy wrote that …
deep in the grove, one can find a single wall that survived from the village, as well as a stone
archway that covered a cavern used to store crops. The dozens of wells that belonged to the
village (Issa says there were more than 400) are surrounded by barbed wire. They are wrecked
and full of garbage left behind by hikers in the South Africa Forest who must have thought that
the JNF had dug big trash cans in the ground. How were they to know that these were
freshwater wells?6
Located 6 km northnorthwest of Nazareth, Saffuriya in many ways encapsulates the multilayered Palestinian
identity and heritage deeply rooted in the land. Pre-Nakba Saffuriya was the largest Palestinian village in the
Galilee, in terms of both its land size and population. It thrived agriculturally on olives, figs, pomegranates and
wheat. After the eviction of the inhabitants (on 16 July 1948), most of the inhabitants were driven to Lebanon,
many ending up in the refugee camps of Ayn Hilwa, Sabra and Shatila. The remainder became internal refugees
(internally displaced persons in law or ‘present absentees’ in Israeli terminology) in Nazareth, Israel. In the
1950s some families accepted compensation from the Israeli state, while others refused (Humphries 2009, 1323). The land of the village was distributed between three kibbutzim, Sde Nahum, Hefziba and HaSolelim. The
olive, fig and pomegranate trees were replaced with crops for cattle fodder (Benvenisti 2002, 216). With the
destruction of the village, Israel sought to eliminate the diverse cultural heritage of the area. The Hebrewsounding moshav Tzipori (established in 1949) was named after the Hellenized town of Sepphoris of the Roman
period. Archaeology has shown that the site holds a rich and diverse historical and architectural legacy that
includes Assyrian, Hellenistic, Jewish, Babylonian, Roman, Islamic, Crusader, Palestinian Arab and Ottoman
influences. The remains of structures at the site include a Roman theatre, a Roman villa, two early Christian
churches, a 6th century synagogue, more than forty different mosaics, and a Crusader fortress that was restored
and rebuilt by the 18th century Palestinian ruler Zahir al-Umar al-Zaydani (Shahin 2005). The upper part of this
fortress was used as a school from the early 1900s until 1948 (Petersen 2002, 270). Since 1992 the site has been
designated a modern ‘national park’ administered by the Israeli National Park Authority. In Marketing Heritage:
Archaeology and the Consumption of the Past, Yorke Rowan and Uzi Baram examine the selective appropriation of
the past and the collective amnesia promoted by the Israeli heritage industry. The history of the site of Saffuriya
that is presented by the National Park Authority is limited to its ‘Jewish heritage’ and the periods up to Roman
and Byzantine rule, with a brief mention of the Crusades; the fourteen centuries of Arab and Muslim heritage
and all the rest of its modern history are not mentioned at all (Rowan and Baram 2004, 222; also Baram 2007).
Ironically some of the lands of the destroyed Palestinian villages, which have been expropriated by the JNF, are
dedicated to revolutionary South American heroes of the struggle for liberation and independence. The JNF
itself maintains offices in the capitals of Bolivia and Venezuela, where funds are raised to further entrench the
colonization of Palestine. An example is the Eshtaol Forest, which covers the former villages of Islin and Ishwa,
and parts of the lands of Bayt Mahsir and Bayt Susin. One section of the park is dedicated to the memory of
Simón Bolivar, the revered 19th century liberator of Latin America from Spanish colonialism; it stands on the

vimeo.com/184372241?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=57160631 (Mahmoud Issa, documentary film on
Lubya, 1995, in Danish with English subtitles)
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haaretz.com/2004-03-31/ty-article/twilight-zone-social-studies-lesson/0000017f-db77-d856-a37f-fff7a78a0000 (Gideon
Levy, 31 Mar 2004)
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land of Ishwa. Another section is dedicated to General José de San Martín; it stands on the land of Bayt Mahsir.
A recreational area is dedicated to Bernardo O’Higgins. The nearby moshav Eshtaol, built on the ruins of Ishwa,
contains Jewish immigrants from the Yemen, who were transferred by the Zionist movement to Palestine
shortly after 1948 (their cultural artefacts, gold bullions, and even their children were forcibly removed once
they arrived).7 A nursery established in the moshav by the JNF over an area of 45 dunams provides saplings
for its forests.
On 16 June 2010 at a ceremony near Jerusalem, the JNF celebrated the planting of ‘Lord Sacks Forest’, named
after the former British chief rabbi, Jonathan Sacks. The celebration and fund-raising project, attended by Lord
and Lady Sacks, were in ‘recognition of his personal contribution to the spiritual and intellectual life of the
country [Israel] and an honour for the whole Jewish community … a lasting contribution to the beauty and
environment of Israel and Jerusalem in particular … it will also help in the efforts to forestall climate change.’
In response the chief rabbi declared, ‘There is no honour we have received or could receive that is greater than
to have a forest dedicated in our name in the place that the Jewish nation calls home.’8 The rabbi was fully aware
of the reality of the millions of Palestinian refugees. His ‘contribution’ was to Israeli settler-colonialism and its
efforts to recreate a biblical landscape divorced from morality.
Around Jerusalem thousands of acres of pine forest are designed to fashion a new pastoral biblical landscape,
to create a new collective memory and give the impression of an ‘authentic’ timeless country in which trees
have been standing since antiquity. But this ‘natural’ landscape is a carefully constructed scene to camouflage
the systematically expropriated land of Palestinian villages, the destruction of cultivated olive groves, and the
ethnic cleansing of the Palestine people. Another underlying motive is to prevent any cultivation of the land
except by Jews-only kibbutzim and moshavim. Israeli architects Rafi Segal and Eyal Weizman write, in relation
to similar Israeli settlement activities in the West bank including east Jerusalem:
In the ideal image of the pastoral landscape, integral to the perspective of colonial traditions,
the admiration of the rustic panorama is always viewed through the window frames of
modernity. The impulse to retreat from the city to the country reasserts the virtue of a simpler
life close to nature … the re-creation of the picturesque scenes of biblical landscape becomes a
testimony to an ancient claim on the land. The admiration of the landscape thus functions as a
cultural practice, by which social and cultural identities are formed. Within this panorama,
however, lies a cruel paradox: the very thing that renders the landscape ‘biblical’ or ‘pastoral’,
its traditional inhabitants and cultivation in terraces, olive orchards, stone buildings and the
presence of livestock, is produced by the Palestinians, who the Jewish settlers came to replace.
And yet, the very people who came to cultivate the ‘green olive orchards’ and render the
landscape biblical are themselves excluded from the panorama. The Palestinians are there to
produce the scenery and then disappear … The gaze that sees a ‘pastoral biblical landscape’
does not register what it does not want to see; it is a visual exclusion that seeks a physical
exclusion. Like a theatrical set, the panorama can be seen as an edited landscape put together
by invisible stage hands … What for the state is a supervision mechanism that seeks to observe
the Palestinians is for the settlers a window on a pastoral landscape that seeks to erase them.

electronicintifada.net/content/jnf-presence-s-america-perpetuates-palestine-injustice/8389 (Rahela Mizrahi, 13 Aug
2009)
7
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The Jewish settlements superimpose another datum of latitudinal geography upon an existing
landscape. Settlers can thus see only other settlements, avoid those of the Palestinian towns
and villages, and feel that they have truly arrived ‘as the people without land to the land
without people’. (2003, p. 92)
__________________________
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Injustice Against the Indigenous Population and Environment in Palestine
Eurig Scandrett
Eurig Scandrett presents his observations of injustices under the Israeli occupation.* Further material is provided in the
form of extracts from a notable publication entitled ‘Environmental Nakba’ (co-authored with Abeer Al Butmah and Bobby
Peek, Friends of the Earth International, 2012).
__________________________

In my connections with Palestine through Friends of the Earth and other environmental organisations, I have
witnessed a wide range of environmental injustices associated with the Israeli occupation, all associated with
human rights breaches with humanitarian consequences. We called our 2012 report (see addendum), based on
a Friends of the Earth International observer mission to the West Bank, Environmental Nakba – the Nakba being
the ‘catastrophe’ of ethnic cleansing that was perpetrated by the Zionist militia in 1948 in order to carve the
State of Israel out of Palestine. What we witnessed, and what I have witnessed elsewhere in Palestine, is a
continuation of ethnic cleansing through environmental means. I’ll give a few examples.
Wadi Foqim, is a village in Bethlehem district. An illegal settlement has been built on the hill directly
overlooking the village. The sewage outlet for the settlement has been positioned directly over the agricultural
land of Wadi Foqim, very visibly and blatantly, discharging untreated sewage onto the land, poisoning it and
making it unusable, and therefore susceptible to being seized by the Israeli state or settlers. Wadi Foqim is a
very visible example of what is occurring across the West Bank – discharges from the settlement of Ariel have
polluted the rivers and wadis for miles.
In Jayyous in northern West Bank it is solid waste, a mountain of Israeli waste, due to unregulated dumping
for years. Amongst the residents of Jayyous, there are clusters of cancers, similar to toxic waste dumps
elsewhere in the world.
In Idhna, Israel has another approach to waste disposal, called ‘recycling’. Having lost some 80% of its
agricultural land to Israeli confiscation, Idhna’s unemployed have sought work in an informal recycling
industry in which Israeli waste is dumped in the village and broken up, incinerated, blow-torched etc, with no
environmental regulation or worker safety protections, in order to extract the materials that can be sold back
into Israel as ‘recycled’.
Beside the West Bank city of Tulkarem lies Nitzanei Shalom industrial estate. It is located in the ‘seam zone’
between the Separation Wall and the Green Line (which marks the ceasefire with Jordan in 1948 and de facto
border of the state of Israel). In other words, the industrial estate is within the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
but behind the Israeli wall, and access is controlled by the Israeli occupying military force. The industrial estate
was established when the Israeli company Gashuri was relocated from Israel because of pollution
infringements. There are no controls in the seam zone, either Israeli or Palestinian: no means of regulating or

* Based on a presentation given to the United Nations House Scotland webinar, A Humanitarian Approach to Human Rights:
A Round Table Discussion on Israel and Palestine, on 7 Sept 2022.
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monitoring environmental violations, health and safety of workers, human rights violations, all of which have
been reported. Workers who have raised concerns have had their permits rescinded by the Israeli military,
thereby losing their livelihoods. Bravely, workers from the Yamit factory went on strike in January 2021 and
received sufficient solidarity support from trades unions internationally that repression was muted and a
negotiated outcome achieved.
Water apartheid is probably the best-known environmental injustice of the occupation. As a result of the Oslo
‘peace process’ accords, the Palestinian Water Authority has no authority to approve water infrastructure in
the West Bank without approval of the Israeli occupiers. Meanwhile, water infrastructure for the illegal
settlements is provided by the occupiers. As a result, on average, Israelis have access to 600 litres of water per
person per day (those in the illegal settlements even more) whereas West Bank Palestinians have less than the
minimum WHO requirement of 100 litres. In Gaza water access is even more dangerous. The aquifer that serves
the Gaza strip is over-extracted, and the river that would replenish it dammed by Israel, so that sea water seeps
in to the aquifer. Moreover, the materials required for desalination on any scale, and for sewage treatment, are
prevented from crossing the Israeli military blockade.
Within Gaza and also within the State of Israel, toxic herbicides have been used to destroy Palestinian
agricultural land. The weapon of agrichemicals has been used to evict Bedouin in Naqab/Negev who still
attempt to control their resources as they have more or less sustainably for centuries, and have become a front
line in the battle between colonisers and Palestinians over resources. These represent environmental injustices
as a means of ethnic cleansing, the environment as a tool of settler colonisation.
Environmental violation as ethnic cleansing has been a modus operandi for Zionist colonisers since well before
the establishment of the state of Israel. Central to this process is the Jewish National Fund, which Ilan Pappe
describes as “the principal Zionist tool for the colonisation of Palestine”, and which describes itself as “Israel’s
largest green organisation”. In 1948, when the Zionist militia expelled Palestinians from their homes, they
handed large areas of Palestinian land to the JNF. In order to prevent Palestinians from returning the JNF
planted trees over their villages and agricultural land, which also had the purpose of ‘Judaising the
environment’ – transforming the landscape from looking ‘Arabic’ to looking northeast European, which is
where most of the early Zionist pioneers came from. The JNF continues to deploy ethnic cleansing for settler
colonisation under the cover of environmentalism and operates as an environmental charity in Scotland and
the UK.
Settler colonisation is a distinct form of colonisation with environmental implications. While classical
colonialism exploits the natural resources, labour and markets of colonised territories for the benefit of a
colonising state, settler colonialism has no colonising state, and the settlers only exploit the natural resources of
the colonised. Settlers have no long-term need for indigenous labour or indigenous markets, and so expel or
annihilate the indigenous population, including through environmental destruction. Settler colonial states
include today’s USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, which have in common the dispossession
of natural resources and ethnic cleansing of the indigenous population. Settler colonisation is incompatible with
a humanitarian approach to human rights.
No other settler colonial state has yet resolved satisfactorily its relationship with its indigenous populations, or
its natural resources, although there may be some lessons from other settler colonial contexts for Israel/
Palestine. Canada’s Peace and Friendship Treaties with First Nations have been used as leverage by alliances
of indigenous and settler activists to oppose fracking in Miq’maq’i/eastern Canada, although the disaster that
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is the Tar Sands exploitation in Atlanta demonstrates that these treaties do not result in indigenous control of
resources. South Africa is perhaps a closer source of learning: formal apartheid was ended through a
combination of popular struggle consisting of non-cooperation, nonviolent confrontation and pockets of
violence, combined with international solidarity actions of boycott and divestment, which made apartheid
South Africa politically ungovernable and economically unworkable to the extent that the government had
nowhere to go except to negotiate with Nelson Mandela. South Africa has ended formal apartheid, but can
hardly be said to have indigenous control of resources.
We do know that environmental sustainability is best protected when indigenous populations have control of
them. This may be in collaboration with others, including settlers, but indigenous control is central, and that
means decolonising the relationship between indigenous and settler populations.
What does that mean in Palestine? In the West Bank that means dismantling the infrastructure of the Oslo
Accords, which was designed to deny indigenous Palestinian control of resources. In Gaza, also, it means an
end to the blockade. Essentially it means an end to the occupation of 1967 which was consolidated in the ‘peace
process’, and to hand control to the Palestinians in these territories.
The move towards indigenous control of resources within the state of Israel must start with honouring the right
of return for refugees (UN Security Council resolution 194) so that Palestinians can drive the management of
resources. Collaboration with the Jewish settler population then needs to be in a decolonised relationship. At a
minimum this means dismantling various laws within Israel – nationality laws, the ‘Nation-State’ Law, and
other apartheid laws.
__________________________
About the author
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__________________________
Addendum: Environmental Nakba #
Land grabs and water apartheid in Om Elkheir and Kafr Dik
The Friends of the Earth International (FoEI) observer mission to the West Bank visited two communities experiencing the
appropriation of land and water by the Israeli occupying forces: the agricultural village of Kafr Dik, in the region of Salfit,
and the Bedouin village of Om Elkheir in the South Hebron hills.

Extracts from Environmental Nakba: Environmental injustice and violations of the Israeli occupation of Palestine, a report of the
Friends of the Earth International observer mission to the West Bank (Abeer Al Butmah, Bobby Peek & Eurig Scandrett, 2012)
[complete report available here: www.foei.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/06-foei-palestine-report-eng-lr.pdf]
#
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Kafr Dik is in many respects a typical Palestinian agricultural village of 5,500 people, mostly in area C. One third of the
income of the West Bank is from agriculture, compared with 6% in Jordan and 2% in Israel – although an increasing amount
of the agricultural income in Israel is from Palestinian land illegally appropriated for agricultural settlements within the
West Bank, including the New Agricultural Zone in the northern region of Jenin. Kafr Dik is in the central region of Salfit.
The village has 13,000 dunams of land, of which 80% is under confiscation orders by the Israeli occupying authorities (1
dunam = 1,000 m2). This land is required for expanding an Israeli industrial zone and three residential colonies namely
Pedu’el, Ale Zahav and Rochim, from which Palestinians are excluded
Land is confiscated using a law from the Ottoman period that permits the state to expropriate land which is not in use –
evidence for which is ensured by military exclusion, vandalism and intimidation by settlers, and fabrication. Twenty-five
outbuildings in olive orchards have been destroyed, and also a number of water cisterns, some of which date back to the
Roman era 2,000 years ago. Access roads are regularly closed to exclude tractors. Whilst Israeli settlements continually
expand, Palestinians are prevented from carrying out any development with the result that any building or renovation work
is regarded as illegal by the occupiers. Many inhabited Palestinian houses are therefore under demolition orders from the
Israeli military.
The mayor and the municipality try to challenge the legal basis for the confiscations, supported by NGOs, academics and
human rights lawyers. The municipality also provides water and electricity services to houses expanding in the confiscated
land to enable them to develop in defiance of Israeli orders and demolition threats.
The village has one natural spring where people are fetching their water either by trucks or by animals. They were denied
access to the water supply network by Israeli Military occupation for decades. However, as a result of lobbying, the village
recently obtained access to the water network controlled by the Israeli state water company Mekarot, and 28 cubic metres
per day is provided to Kafr Dik and its neighbouring village of a similar size. The Kafr Dik access valve is close to the
industrial settlement and the water is often contaminated. Rationing, by closing valves in rotation, ensures that the water is
distributed amongst households. The remaining shortfall in water is obtained by seasonal rain collection in cisterns, and
buying expensive water from tankers.
Kafr Dik is close to the Green Line, the internationally recognised border which separates Israel from the West Bank. The
village is part of the central east-west corridor of settlements and connecting roads which bisects the West Bank. This
corridor has seen significant land confiscation and settlement building activity which is likely to result in a continuous
settlement belt, separating the North of the West Bank from the South, and rendering a united Palestinian state in the West
Bank unfeasible.
In November 2012, three months after the observer mission, Israel announced that it would commence with developing the
controversial E1 settlement block, which would join the large settlement of Ma’ale Adumin to annexed East Jerusalem,
effectively confiscating hundreds of dunams of Palestinian land for the benefit of Israeli settlers.
The FoEI delegates also visited Om Elkheir, a Bedouin village in the South Hebron hills, which is engaged in a struggle for
access to water. We heard from the village Sheikh and representatives from political bodies and NGOs, and took part in a
symbolic demonstration of defiance. The community of Om Elkheir purchased land for this village after they were evicted
from their tribal lands in the Negev, which became part of Israel in 1948. The 150 households from 23 families today are
entirely dependent on their livestock, and have no connection to water networks or electricity.
Since the occupation, the colonial settlement of Karma’el has grown and surrounded Om Elkheir with residential blocks
and poultry factory-farms. Israel provides Karma’el with access to the water supply network whilst the Palestinian Water
Authority is prevented from providing network access for Om Elkheir and prohibits the construction of cisterns. As a result,
settlers have access to 89% of the water, and use 300 litres per person per day, compared to the Palestinians’ 15 litres, which
is transported by donkeys and carried on women’s and children’s heads from long distances. The water pipes which conduct
the settlers’ water pass through Om Elkheir’s land
Dumping of waste and industrial pollution in Jayyuos, Ariel, Geshouri and Tulkarem
Waste is another political tool used by the Israeli occupiers. The settlement of Ariel dumps liquid waste – sewage and
industrial – onto Palestinian water-courses and agricultural land, rendering it contaminated and unworkable and therefore
easier to confiscate under the ‘unused land’ rule. The FoEI delegates observed the wastewater outflow pipes from Ariel and
other, smaller settlements, and the resultant contaminated land.
Less than half a million colonial settlers produce more than half of the wastewater in the West Bank. The Israeli human
rights organisation B’Tselem has estimated that wastewater from nearly a third of all West Bank settlements flows untreated
onto Palestinian land, and those settlements with wastewater treatment systems are often inadequate and poorly
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maintained. Ariel’s treatment plant ceased functioning in 2008 and the settlement’s wastewater has flowed into the Al Matwi
stream and Salfit land since then.
Israeli restrictions imposed on Palestinian development include the precondition which prohibits any Palestinian
Community from developing their own wastewater treatment system without treating the wastewater of the nearby Israeli
colonies. Therefore, treatment of wastewater from Palestinian communities in the West Bank is inadequate, with only one
treatment plant in Al Berieh continuing to function. It is estimated that more than 90% of wastewater from Palestinian
homes is untreated and either collected in cesspits or discharged onto wadis.
Collection and treatment of solid waste in the West Bank suffers the same problem of Israeli constraints on infrastructure
development. The observers witnessed considerable numbers of informal waste dump sites, including several where waste
was in the process of being burned. Even those official waste dumping sites are poorly regulated and accept waste from
both Palestinian communities and colonial settlements: 80% of waste from settlements is dumped within the West Bank
(Isaacs and Hilal, 2011).
In Qalqilia the FoEI observers saw the great mound of solid waste from 20 years of unregulated dumping of Israeli industrial
and chemical waste. The observers heard how the toxins from this waste are leaching into the water used by nearby Jayyous
and Azzun, with the resultant risk to the health of their inhabitants.
The waste site was first established in 1980 on land confiscated from a Jayyous resident. Since 1989 however, large quantities
of industrial waste started to be dumped on the site. Complaints filed by local communities and, since its inception, the
Palestinian Authority, led to the cessation of dumping in 2000. Since then, tests have revealed water contamination with
lead and “revealed the presence of 17 poisonous chemicals, some of which are internationally forbidden” (ARIJ/LRC 2009).
Levels of cancer and gynaecological irregularities are reportedly exceptionally high in the local villages of Jayyous and
Azzun.
There is also documentation of hazardous waste being smuggled into the West Bank from Israel for illegal dumping, and
the occupying military forces dumping highly toxic and nuclear waste in the occupied territories (Isaac and Hilal, 2011).
FoEI delegates observed the Nitzanei Shalom industrial estate on the edge of Tulkarem, in northern West Bank, containing
eleven chemical factories owned by Israeli companies but built in the aforementioned seam zone on confiscated Palestinian
land behind the separation wall. In this zone there are no controls, no monitoring and no Palestinian authority can
implement restrictions. The Israeli military controls who enters and leaves the factory, which guarantees low wages, poor
health & safety conditions and environmental impacts. The factories in the industrial estate employ around 500 Palestinian
workers, many of whom earn below the minimum wage and work long hours in poor conditions.
The industrial site, which claimed in the media to be a model of Israeli-Palestinian cooperation, was first established in 1984
when the Gishuri plant, which produces chemical herbicides fertilizers and chemical assets, relocated from within Israel,
where it was subject to legal action for pollution. Within the seam zone, it can pollute with impunity and has attracted other
factories to the site. Industrial settlements in the West Bank operate under ambiguous legal frameworks controlled by the
occupying Israeli military, a situation which factory owners take full advantage of. Even the Israeli State Comptroller
described these conditions as “bordering on lawlessness” which “place the well-being, health and lives of the workers in
the industrial zones in real danger” (AIC, 2011).
According to Corporate Watch, eleven companies are located in the Nitzanei Shalom industrial estate, including four with
international reach: Gishuri (agricultural and industrial chemistry), Solor (fuel tanks), Yamit (water treatment devices) and
Hatehof, which manufactures military hardware.
The FoEI delegates were not able to speak to any of the workers or a representative from the workers’ association, but when
Corporate Watch interviewed workers in 2010, they were told that Palestinian trades union officials were prevented from
entering the site. Deductions from the workers’ wages are paid to Histradrut, the Israeli organisation of labour unions which
refuses to support Palestinians working in the Nitzanei Shalom industrial estate, and workers involved in actions to improve
wages and conditions are victimised.
Ecological disruption and the green-washing of ethnic cleansing in Wadi Qana
The land of Palestine which constituted the British Mandate lies on the confluence of three major vegetation sectors –
Mediterranean, semi-desert and extreme desert - and is therefore of international importance. Because of this ecologically
complexity, the West Bank is unusually rich in species diversity, with some 1600 vascular plant species (IUCN), with the
highest diversity being in the semi-desert belt. There are 298 vascular plant species on the preliminary red list of Palestine,
some of which are globally threatened.
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The FoEI observers visited Wadi Qana, an area of 10,000 dunams in the Salfit region between 500–775 m elevations on the
mountainous ridge of Palestine. The Wadi has mean annual rainfall of 676 mm and eleven natural springs throughout its
length, which means that, unusually for Palestine, there is running water throughout the year if not over-extracted. It has a
Mediterranean climate with maquis vegetation dominant, some wetland ecosystems and areas of productive olive groves.
The area is regarded as an Important Plant Area by the IUCN and “is a reservoir of medicinal plants for Salfit and Nablus
cities and contains many species protected by law such as Ophrys species and Tulipa agenesis” (Al-Sheikh / IUCN 2010).
Wadi Qana is an important example of the social-ecological integration of agricultural production with natural biological
diversity, at least it was until the pressures of the Israeli occupation disrupted this. The land is owned by the village of Dier
Istiya who use the area for grazing and citrus and olive orchards. At its peak production, Wadi Qana’s olive trees produced
more than 30,000 tonnes of olive oil. It is also a place of recreation for Palestinian families from Dier Istiya and further afield,
popular for picnics.
In 1979, Wadi Qana was declared a military zone by the Israeli Occupying force, which prevented Palestinian access to the
area. Following a concerted campaign, the military designation was lifted in 1982 and the area declared a nature reserve by
Israel. The people of Dier Istiya had access to their land again, although were forbidden to cultivate it. During the three
years of military designation, nine Israeli settlements had been established around the perimeter of the Wadi. These
settlements extracted water from the springs and emptied raw sewage into the Wadi.
Local pressure forced the construction of pipes in 2005 to transport sewage for treatment and recycling at the Nir Eliahu
regional treatment plant inside Israel, (B’tselem, 2009). Even now, sewage management is inefficient and overflows and
leakages of raw sewage onto Palestinian agricultural land are common; indeed, there are recent recorded incidents of
deliberate pumping of raw sewage into agricultural land in the Wadi (LRC Nov 20 2011). Wells have been constructed to
extract water from the Wadi and water levels are falling. Palestinians who made use of the Wadi have been subject to
escalating harassment by the Israeli state occupying forces and the settlers.
Under the guise of nature protection, areas of Wadi Qana have been requisitioned by the Israeli state and Palestinian
property destroyed. Olive trees have been bulldozed, seedlings uprooted, outbuildings demolished and Palestinian
Authority agricultural development projects ransacked. The road linking the settlement of Karni Shamron to the main road
is in the process of being expanded, cutting Dier Istiya residents off from their land. In addition, there have been regular
cases of settlers vandalising trees, walls, outbuildings, agricultural machinery, irrigation channels and sewage pipes; writing
anti-Arab and anti-Muslim graffiti and even issuing death threats to a local farmer. There are reports of violations by Israeli
occupation forces or settlers every few weeks. At the time of the FoEI visit, 1700 trees had been uprooted the previous year
and a demolition order on a further 1400 being challenged in the Israeli High court. Settlers, however, are permitted to
cultivate land and destroy native trees and shrubs in the ‘nature reserve’.
In addition, the Wadi has been used to dump solid waste and poisonous industrial chemical waste liquids from industrial
zones of Ariel and Barkan settlements.
The designation of green space has become a significant tool of ethnic cleansing for the Israeli occupying forces. According
to the Palestinian Land Research Centre, 3% of the land of the West Bank is designated nature reserve. However, 12% of the
West Bank has been declared by Israel as a nature reserve (Isaac and Hilal, 2011). This discrepancy is legitimised by the
development of a tourist industry associated with the settlements, converting areas of natural beauty in Palestine into
playgrounds for Israelis from which Palestinians are excluded. This process is supported and funded by several Israeli state
and para-state organisations such as the Jewish National Fund (OCHA, 2012).
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